
behavioral mereology

based on Fong, Meyers, Spivak (2020)



inter-modalities

compatibility and determination of constraints

constraints

part-whole relations

passing constraints



the set of behaviors that a system is capable of

 

a map from the behaviour of the whole to one of its parts

part-whole relations

S ≥ P ≥ Q 

instead of set, it can be any object in a topos, i.e. a type

implicitly, we have a sheaf of behaviors
that can be restricted to a subobject



a constraint is a predicate on the behaviors

e.g. the behavior of water can be "constrained" by the predicate "is boiling" to the behavior of boiling water

we can think of behaviors as trajectories in phase space:

constraints

behaviors of a part of a system

behaviors of a different part

relation of behaviors across parts

behaviors constrained to φ

behaviors both constrained and related



compatibility and determination

behaviors a and b are compatible iff

such that

behavior a determines behavior b iff

such that

let a be a behavior of P and b a behavior of Q:

if P ≥ Q,  c(a, b) implies d(a, b)

and



such that

such that

passing constraints

a constraint can be thought as a map from a behavior type to {true, false}

passing constraints determines two adjoint operators

passing ψ on Q to P

let Q be a part of P, then we have a restriction:



passing constraints

we can pass constraints to another part by composing the with or

"A behavior q of Q ensures φ on P if whenever Q does q, P must satisfy φ"

"A behavior q of Q allows a constraint φ on P if Q can be doing q while P is satisfying φ" 

if S ≥ Q and S ≥ P



inter-modalities

if φ entails ψ then if φ(b) = true, then ψ(b) = true

composition rules:

"if a behavior of R ensures a behavior on Q that ensures a behavior on P, 
then it ensures a behavior on P"

"if a behavior of R allows a constraint on P, then it allows a behavior on Q 

which allows that constraint" 

in the special case where P ≥ Q:



inter-modalities

let be a behavior type with one element, then we can recover the modality of possibility:

given a constraint we can write "it is possible that P can satisfy " as

we can also recover the modality of necessity, that is, "it is necessary that P satisfies      ":


